## AGENDA

### DISCUSS
- Plan for Dependent Care while Traveling – 200.474 (Tim Bray and Beth Tapp)

### UPDATE
- Progress on Direct Costs Policy (Kevin McKoskey and Seth Goldberg)

### REVIEW
- Status of assigned sections of COGR Implementation and Readiness Guide and Technical Corrections Document (Pamela Webb and Sue Paulson)

### UPDATE
- Status of Pending Issues
  - Post Award (Margie)
  - Costing (Kevin/Seth)
  - Purchasing (Tim)
  - Property (Sarah)
  - HR/Payroll/Effort (David/Gayle)
  - Subaward (Pamela/Kevin)
  - Conflict of Interest (Lynn)

### UPDATE
- Other Updates (Pamela Webb and Sue Paulson)

### ACTION ITEMS FOR NEXT MTG
- 

### NEXT MEETING
- April 7, 2:00 – 3:30 pm, 665 McNamara

### INFO
- Upcoming UG Presentations (through April 6):
  - 3/19 Medicine Department Accountants Meeting (1:00 pm, 135 VCRC)
  - 3/26 CRAD Meeting (1:30 pm, 101 Walter Library)
  - 4/6 SRC Meeting (2:00 pm, 238A Morrill Hall)